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ABSTRACT 
Most agent-based modeling techniques generate one trajectory per 
run, greatly under-sampling the space of possible trajectories. 
Swarming agents that interact through digital pheromones can 
explore many alternative futures in parallel, based on an interpre-
tation of pheromone fields as probability fields that yields more 
information from them than swarming models usually yield, and 
also facilitates integration with probability-based AI mechanisms.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
I.2.11 [Computing Methodologies]: Distributed Artificial Intelli-
gence – multiagent systems.  

General Terms 
Algorithms, Measurement, Experimentation, Theory. 

Keywords 
Polyagent, swarming, probability, agent-based modeling. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Agent-based models offer important benefits over other modeling 
techniques such as equation-based models (EBMs) [5, 6]. Howev-
er, their relatively slow execution is a disadvantage in highly non-
linear domains, since it is costly to sample the space of alternative 
futures that such a domain supports.  

Polyagents [4] use multiple swarming agents to represent each 
domain entity. Each agent explores a different future of its entity 
concurrently. When these agents interact, not directly but through 
fields that they deposit in the environment, they explore a space of 
alternative futures far greater than the number of agents per entity. 
If the system is modeling e entities with g agents per entity, the 
number of futures sampled is on the order of ge. This sampling of 
alternative futures can yield probability distributions over a varie-
ty of propositions of interest, and permits integration with proba-
bility-based machine reasoning systems. 

We discuss the problem of multiple futures (Section 2) summarize 
the polyagent modeling construct (Section 3), show how phero-
mones can be interpreted as probabilities (Section 4), and estimate 
the number of futures such a system explores (Section 5).  

2 MULTIPLE FUTURES 
Successive runs of an agent-based model often yield different 
trajectories, because of imperfect knowledge of the agents’ inter-

nal states or details of the environment, non-determinism in agent 
decisions, or iterated nonlinearity in decisions or interactions that 
lead to chaotic dynamics. During a run of length τ, each of n enti-
ties will experience one of as many as nτ possible histories [4]. 
Even multiple runs with different random seeds sample a vani-
shingly small portion of the space of possible entity histories. 

In equation-based modeling, stochastic differential equations can 
propagate uncertainty through the model. However, such ap-
proaches are subject to the recognized weaknesses of EBM’s re-
sulting from their use of aggregated population characteristics. 

One approach to multi-trajectory simulation [1] evaluates possible 
outcomes at each branch point stochastically and propagates the 
most likely. This selection is required by the high cost of follow-
ing multiple paths, but avoiding low-probability paths violates the 
model’s ergodicity and compromises accuracy [2]. 

3 THE POLYAGENT CONSTRUCT 
The polyagent modeling construct [4] represents each domain 
entity as a persistent avatar that manages a stream of transient 
ghosts, each of which explores an alternative future for the entity 
in a simulated world. As the ghosts of different avatars interact, 
each one explores an alternative future for its entity, complete 
with the full range of possible interactions that might result from 
the alternative futures of other entities. These futures are executed 
in one or more virtual environments, such as a book of temporally 
successive geospatial maps or a task network, whose topology 
reflects the problem domain. 

Ghosts are tropistic. Their behavior is determined by a set of 
fields in their environment (called “digital pheromones” after the 
insect mechanism that inspired them). Each field associates a 
scalar value with each cell of the environment. Some fields are 
emitted by objects of interest (such as roads or buildings). Others, 
specific to each avatar, are deposited by the ghosts as they move 
about, and evaporate over time to discard obsolete information. 
An avatar releases its ghosts in successive shifts so that they can 
respond to pheromones deposited by other ghosts. A ghost’s be-
havior is determined by a weighted sum of the pheromones it 
senses in its vicinity.  

4 PHEROMONES ARE PROBABILITIES 
Up to a normalizing constant, the pheromone field incremented by 
the ghosts of a given entity on a given page of a book of maps is a 
probability field estimating the entity’s location at the time 
represented by that page over all possible futures explored by that 
entity’s ghosts. This claim is supported by the dynamics of phe-
romone field strength. The strength of the field in a cell is aug-
mented by a constant deposit D each time a ghost visits the cell, 
and decremented by a constant fraction E each time step. The 
strength �(t) for a single cell with a single ghost has dynamics.  
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In the continuous limit, �(t) converges exponentially to �

���
 . This 

result has two important consequences. First, the field converges 
if enough shifts of ghosts visit a page. Second, the evaporation 
rate E does not change over time. Thus the converged strength of 
a pheromone field is proportional to the amount of deposit, even 
in the presence of evaporation. If multiple ghosts visit a cell over 
time and deposit the same pheromone flavor, the converged 
strength of the field in the cell is proportional to the average num-
ber of deposits experienced by the cell per unit time. In other 
words, pheromone strength measures ghost traffic through a cell. 

To compute the appropriate normalization, observe that all ghosts 
representing an avatar must pass through some cell on the map. 
The proportion of the ghosts that visit a given cell is equal to the 
ratio between their pheromone in that cell, and the total amount of 
pheromone deposited on the entire page. But this ratio is just the 
probability that the avatar will visit that cell. 

We can use the field to estimate the probability that the entity is in 
a given region of the page. Let A be the total amount of the enti-
ty’s pheromone on the entire page, and B the amount in a region 
of interest. Then B/A estimates the probability that the entity is in 
the limited region. The entity’s most likely location is given by 
the center of mass of the probability field. 

In interpreting these fields, we must understand that the ghosts are 
moving under the constraints of a range of environmental influ-
ences on earlier pages (represented as pheromones of other fla-
vors). The probability field that they estimate is thus not  
P(Avatar at location (x, t)), but  

P(Avatar at location (x, t)|Other conditions at t’ < t ) 

That is, movements of individual ghosts are not independent. 
They are all subject to the same conditions. However, those condi-
tions form a Markov blanket for the locations of the ghosts, so 
given those conditions, the ghosts’ locations (and the pheromone 
field that they generate) can be treated as independent samples of 
the avatar’s location in space-time. 

Ref [3] shows how these fields can be used to derive a variety of 
useful distributions over a simulation. 

5 COUNTING POSSIBLE FUTURES 
In the real world, one entity’s behavior can depend on the pres-
ence or absence of another entity. A ghost senses other entities 
through their fields, and thus samples all of the locations of those 
entities that their ghosts have explored. How many different fu-
tures does this approach explore?  

Over σ shifts, each avatar sends g*σ ghosts, where g is the num-
ber of ghosts issued per shift. One recent application used n = 5 
avatars, each sending out g = 2 ghosts per shift over � = 100 shifts 
into a book of maps representing 60 successive future time steps. 

A state of the world consists of the state of all avatars. Because we 
can capture multiple avatar states concurrently, we capture a 
number of states of the world equal to the product of the number 
of states visible for each avatar. A naïve estimate of the number of 
possible futures as (g*σ)n ~ 3.2*1011. This is an overestimate: 

1. The number of ghosts that have visited a given page depends 
on the page. Pages further in the future see fewer ghosts. 

2. A ghost interacts with later ghosts through its field, which 
evaporates over time. So not all ghosts count equally. 

Assume that we are at shift σ and page τ < σ, so that the page in 
question has been visited. The oldest deposit on page τ was made 
by the g ghosts issued at σ = τ, and a fraction g*Eσ-τ remains. The 
most recent deposit, made at σ, contributes g. So each avatar’s 

“virtual presence” on the page is �� �	
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number of states explored on each page is this value raised to the 
power of the number of entities. Averaging this value over the 60 
pages yields an average number of parallel futures of 8.4 x 107, 
still far more than a single-trajectory simulation can explore. 

6 CONCLUSION 
Digital pheromones are an effective means of coordination among 
multiple agents in a wide array of domains. In many systems, they 
summarize the behaviors of many similar agents, so it makes 
sense to interpret them as probability fields over that space of 
behavior. This interpretation has two benefits. First, it justifies 
viewing the swarming search as concurrent exploration of many 
possible futures. Second, it can estimate dynamic, nonstationary 
distributions for other algorithms, distributions that would other-
wise be extremely difficult to compute. 

Polyagent-based exploration of multiple futures achieves its 
breadth at the expense of detail. When ghosts interact through 
probability fields, some information that would be gained in a 
one-on-one interaction is lost. Nevertheless, this approach offers 
access to distributions that would otherwise be inaccessible. 

This work benefited from experiments by Bob Matthews, Jorge 
Goic, and Andrew Yinger, and comments by John Sauter. Jacob 
Crossman, and a referee. A paper with more detail is available at 
www.newvectors.net/staff/parunakv/AAMAS2010MultiFuture.pdf.   
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